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Details of Visit:

Author: HornyHemel
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual MK Escorts place in Bletchley.

The Lady:

Very fresh faced, mid to late 20's, thick thighs, firm butt and a fine pair of titties. I did remark on her
breasts once undressed and she said that she had them done, but hats off to the surgeon, it is a
great job!

The Story:

I was quite taken with Jennifer's pics on the MKE twitter feed, which I generally trust more than the
usual photoshopped pics on their website. Called to book, confirmed that Jennifer was happy to
provide a strap-on service along with watersports. Due to asking for WS I did ask for a room near
the bathroom.

On arrival I was shown the the small ground floor room after being informed that no other rooms
were available. Jennifer came into the room shortly after and I was genuinely surprised at how
pretty she was. Very fresh faced, mid to late 20's, thick thighs, firm butt and a fine pair of titties. I did
remark on her breasts once undressed and she said that she had them done, but hats off to the
surgeon, it is a great job!

After sorting out the paperwork and talking through my range of anal toys, we undressed each other
whilst kissing lightly, no DKF on offer before retiring to the bed. Jennifer delivered some great OWO
and ball sucking before she started to abuse my ass with some toys and then moved onto the strap-
on. Whilst Jennifer seemed happy to use it, she appeared to scared of hurting me and took it fairly
gently. I asked for more OWO before finishing over her fine breasts.

I was offered WS during the hour. However due to the distance from the bathroom I declined.

I would be tempted to book a threesome with Jennifer and Pippa as Pippa certainly knows how to
use a strap-on.
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